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STONEHENGE WORD SEARCH
Stonehenge in Wiltshire, England, is a great mystery. There are 
many carved bluestones that each weigh six tons and are 
stacked on top of each other. The stones are dated back to 
2500 – 3000 BC. No one knows the purpose of Stonehenge but 
some people have theories like a glacial movement to an 
alien invasion. Many people believe it is a burial ground since 
cremated remains have been found on the site. Find and 
circle the words related to Stonehenge.

STONEHENGE    WILTSHIRE      ENGLAND      BURIAL            PREHISTORIC

REMAINS             TONS            CARVED         BLUESTONES   MYSTERY
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 BIGFOOT WORD SEARCH
In North American folklore, Bigfoot or Sasquatch are described 
as a hairy, upright-walking, ape-like creatures that live in the 
wilderness of North America especially in Oregon, 
Washington, British Columbia, and California. People claim 
that Bigfoot is the missing link between humans and human 
ancestors. Most scientists do not believe that Bigfoot exists and 
say it is based on folklore or a hoax instead of a real human or 
animal. Find and circle the words related to Bigfoot.

SASQUATCH          BIGFOOT          WOODS          HAIRY          OREGON

WASHINGTON       LINK                   FOLKLORE      HOAX          ANIMAL
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 LOCH NESS WORD SEARCH
The Loch Ness Monster or Nessie may be a creature that lives 
in the Scottish Highlands. Since 1933, People have said it is a 
big animal with a long neck and one or more humps that 
come out of the water. There is very limited evidence that the 
Loch Ness Monster is real.  Some people claim there are 
pictures or sonar that prove the Loch Ness monster is real. 
Scientists think that it is not real and that people are mistaken 
about what they have seen. 

LOCH              NESS              SCOTLAND         HIGHLANDS      WATER

ANIMAL           HUMPS          SONAR               PICTURES           SCIENTISTS
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 BERMUDA TRIANGLE WORD SEARCH
The Bermuda Triangle is an area in the western part of the 
North Atlantic Ocean by Florida, Bermuda and Puerto Rico. It 
is sometimes called the Devil's Triangle or Hurricane Alley. 

There are reports that aircrafts and ships have mysteriously 
disappeared. Some people say that the disappearances are 
from ghosts or aliens. The evidence shows that many of the 
events were exaggerated or not reported correctly.

BERMUDA          TRIANGLE          ATLANTIC          OCEAN          SHIPS

HURRICANE       AIRCRAFT          DISAPPEAR       GHOSTS          ALIENS                   
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Area 51 is the common name of a highly classied United 
States Air Force facility.  It is located within the Nevada Test 
and Training Range. The real name for the location is Homey 
Airport or Groom Lake.  It is named after the salt at next to its 
aireld. Specic details about what goes on in Area 51 are not 
public information but the US Air Force states that it is a 
training range. The high level of secrecy makes people create 
theories about unidentied ying objects (UFO) in Area 51.  

AREA          CLASSIFIED          AIR                      FORCE          NEVADA

HOMEY       TRAINING            SECRECY            UFO              THEORIES                           
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The Mary Celeste was an American merchant boat that was 
found at sea and deserted. It was found in the Atlantic Ocean 
off the Azores Islands on December 4, 1872. The boat was 
seaworthy but no one was on it and the lifeboat was missing.  
There was a ship log and the last entry was from ten days 
earlier. The cargo and the captain’s and crew’s belongings 
were all still on the ship.  No one the ship was ever heard from 
again.   

MARY            CELESTE           MERCHANT           BOAT           DESERTED

AZORES          ISLAND           SEAWORTHY         CREW           CAPTAIN                          
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Some people believe that any person who disturbs an ancient 
Egyptian mummy, especially a pharaoh, will be cursed. This 
curse can cause bad luck, illness or death. The curse of the 
pharaohs is a popular topic of books and movie. Originally, 
the curse was meant to teach people to respect the dead or 
to scare away robbers from the tombs. Scientists do know now 
that ancient mummies can have mold or bacteria on them 
that would make people sick.

PHARAOH           CURSE            ANCIENT           EGYPT           MUMMIES

DEATH                  ILLNESS          ROBBERS           RESPECT       MOLD                          
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Have you heard of the story of the lost colony of Roanoke?  
The village of Roanoke, Virginia was the one of the rst English 
colonies.  The 100+ people complained about no food, no 
tools, and threats of attacks.  Their leader, John White, went 
back to England. When he returned three years later with their 
supplies no one was there. All that was left was small cannons, 
an opened chest, a tall fence, and a single word on a fence 
post, “Croatoan”. Modern research still does not have an 
answer about what happened to the Lost Colony. 

ROANOKE        COLONY          VIRGINIA           ENGLAND          WHITE

SUPPLIES           FENCE               LOST                  CANNONS         VILLAGE                                    
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The Voynich manuscript is an illustrated, hand-written, code, 
that no can read. It was written in the early 15th century. The 
manuscript is named after a man who purchased the book in 
1912.  The manuscript is over 200 pages with some pages 
missing. The text is written from left to right, with illustrations and 
diagrams. Many people have studied it, including code 
breakers, but no one has even interpreted what it means. The 
manuscript is in a library.

VOYNICH          MANUSCRIPT          HANDWRITTEN      CODE         READ

TEXT                   DRAWINGS              DIAGRAMS           PAGES        BOOK                                    
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The Nazca Lines are a group of very large geoglyphs of shallow 
lines in the soil of the Nazca Desert in Peru. Geoglyphs are 
large designs on the ground. They were created thousands of 
years ago. There are many lines across the desert including 
hundreds of designs of animals and plants. The 4 to 6 inch 
deep lines measure over 808 miles in total. The desert is in an 
isolated areas with stable weather so the lines have been 
preserved naturally. The purpose of the Nazca Lines remains a 
mystery.

NAZCA             LINES           GEOGLYPHS            SHALLOW          SOIL

PERU                 DESIGNS      ANIMALS                 PLANTS              DESERT                                 
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